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To the editor:
Thanks for all your efforts toward
bringing Tufts to sanity, and thanks
for publishing my “Open Letter” to
President DiBiaggio.
I.do not contemplate any improvement at Tufts until Dr. DiBiaggio is
removed or forced to resign. The
trustees are the main actors in
this, and I would hope they see the
light and take on their responsibilities. We should pursue this
avenue forthrightly.

. . .
You are a singular voice of reason
and courage; I, for one, impart my
great respect.
With best wishes,
Josebh V. Belle, El43

?o the editor:

Just a short nbte to let you know
:hat I really do enjoy getting your
iewspaper. It‘s witty and fun and
:eally addresses some important issues. The writing is excellent.
’hank you,
To Ann Lord
Note To Readers
. In the interest of intellectual discovery, THE PRIMARYSOURCE
encourages all readers to write
letters expressing their opinion,
whether it is in support or dissent. Only through the exchange of
ideas, we believe, can objective
truth be found.-For”the full letters policy, please see the previous page.,
A
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Back to the Future
It is a rare occasion when the Tufts administration forsakes
political posturing to foster scholarly discourse. The Deans’
. Lecture Series, however, deserves commendation for sponsoring
a thoughtful campus lecture. In conjunction with the usually
consistent Classics Department, Deans Ammons and Glater hosted
a talk that actually praised the contributions made by ancient
Greeks to Western Civilization. Jennifer Roberts, Professor of
Classics at the City University of New York, discussed the impact
that Thucydides’ History of the Pelopponesian War had upon
America dvring the Cold War.
Roberts argued that Americans, primarily journalists, were
culpable of simplifying Thucydides’ text in order to find justification for their political
ideologies. Thus, obvious comparisons between
the democratic Athens
and the United States as ‘
well as totalitarian Sparta
and the Soviet Unionprevailed. Itis relatively easy
to extract segments from
a rather convofuted and
often ambiguous work to
validate a particular
viewpoint. To avoid such
oversimplification, Roberts recommended that
people read other classical Greek texts so that
they may form more balanced conclusions about
the time period.
,
Prof. Roberts’ lecture provided the Tufts community with a
much needed dose of academic integrity; she denounced all
attempts to needlessly politicize a monumental historical work.
More importantly, the talk demonstrated the impact that a single
ancient Greek had upon the evolution of the Western world. In
today’s age of multicultural mythology, the dominant campus
orthodoxy has renounced alipraise of Western achievement. Tufts
should continue to ignore such politically preferable and intellectually bankrupt trends if it wishes to restore legitimacy to the
phrase “higher education.”
I

Between a Rock and Hard Time
Despite protests from the NAACP, US Legal Aid, and the US
Sentencing Commission, Congress voted to maintain the stringency of the nation’s crack and cocaine laws. The possession of
five grams of crack currently carries a mandatory five-year prison
sentence without the possibility of parole. Powdered cocaine,
however, draws a more lenient punishment; one must be caught
with 500 grams of the costlier contraband to receive the same stiff
penalty. This disparity in sentencing prompted critics to level
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charges of racism against the American legal system, as blacks
dominate the crack trade while whites are more prevalent in the
“snow” business.
That legislation affects members of various racial groups
disproportionately, however, is not necessarily evidence of racism. Unlike cocaine, which is so expensive that few people can
afford its addiction, crack is cheap, therefore presenting a far
greater threat to society. The market price of cocaine, $30 per halfgram, keeps the number of users and dealers in check. Crack, by
comparison, which costs no more than $5 a hit, is the drug of
choice in the inner cities, and brings with it severe addiction, gang
warfare, and babies addicted to the substance in vitro. ,
Severe anti-crack measures discourage producers and distributors from entering the market, thereby driving up costs and
making the substance- like cocaine- less palatable to would-be .
users. The current penalty
for cocainerelated transgressions seems to be adequately
curbing powdered crime. In
contrast, the pervasiveness
of crystal cocaine suggests
that the punishment for crack
possession, sale, or use is so
deficient that it actually pays
for dealers to take the risk.
It is bizarre that liberals should find such legislation racist, given that the
overwhelming majority of
its beneficiaries are black.
Black neighborhoods, home
to most crack babies and
drive-by shootings, become
a little safer each time society brings another dealer to
justice. Whether the federal government will continue to take a
hard-line on crack is now up to President Clinton. He can sign the
Congressional measure protecting anti-crack legislation, or he can
give in to his race-baiting constituencies and forsake the inner
cities with a veto. White House aides hint that the President will,
for once, defer to reason and sign the bill. But with Clinton,
predicting the conviction du jour is never easy.

1

Academic Dishonesty
Massachusetts Governor William Weld has announced that
he will be giving John Silber, President of Boston University, “a
powerful job in his administration.” While the exact nature of the
position is uncertain, Silber’s job will grant him significant
authority over Massachusetts’ educational system, possibly as
chairman of the state board of education.
The President’s performance at Boston University is not as
stellar as he would have the public believe. Silber has consistently
camouflaged weaknesses of BU, deceiving applicants, the media,
and financial creditors, Silber supports his school’s policy of
mendaciously reporting only the math scores of foreign students

I

.

.

when determining the median SAT scores for students, thereby
artificially inflating the scores it presents to the public. Although
such action does not alter the chances of fxeign students being
admitted- BU does not consider foreign applicant’s Verbal
marks- it is duplicitous to offer the public false statistics to boost
the university’s reputation.
,
Manipulating SAT scores is a dishonest act that not only
discredits Silber and the institution he presides over, but disparages the students of BU. By not fully disclosing test scores, Silber
is both hidingthe Verbals of a large group of students who do not
perform well on that section (perhaps because they would bring
the mean down), an! using the math scores of the same group to
raise those of the majority (whose scores Silber seems to think are
unimpressive).
After years of selective SAT score reporting, Boston’s Northeastern University has begun to divulge the complete scores of all
students; the new figure calculated for the incoming class dropped
fully 50 points behind the previous year. Despite being warned by
the National Association of College Admission Counselors to
heed their full disclosure guidelines, President Silber insists that
he is being perfectly frank.
If things go according to
plan, John Silber will beawarded
apost of public responsibility; it
will be his duty to be straightforward and ethichl. Evidence
from his years in the private
sector, however, demonstrates
that Silber has no qualms about
twisting the truth. Bay Staters
have no reason to believe that
Silber will discover virtue upon
assuming a public office.

Disbanding the
Government Militia

.

Gross incompetence demonstrated by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms has led to the inevitable call for its
eradication. Pennsylvania Senator and Republican presidential
candidate Arlen Specter has issued the demand. The former
prosecutor, who led the investigation into the Ruby Ridge fiasco,
asserts that the ATF has “outlived its usefulness.” The Senator
suggests transfemng enforcement of criminal statutes to the FBI
and other duties to the Treasury Department.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin ardently opposes Specter’s
crusade to eliminate the bureau, however. “It would be a mistake
to pull apart this vital law enforcement agency that effectively
fights guns, gangs and explosives,” insists the President’s money
man. Perhaps the Secretary considers effective a relative term.
Even Janet Reno, Attorney General during the Wac0 nightmare,
has reluctantly conceded that the results of the ATF’s actions in
Texas were cataclysmic.
Furthermore, there is nothing disdainful with the legal ownership of guns. Indeed, the Second Amendment declares this- a
clairvoyant addition to the Bill of Rights by the Forefathers who

anticipated an inordinately large, “gun-fighting” government.
The agency’s only business is to remove guns from people who do
not use them for illegal activity. ATF is nothing more than an
armed bureaucracy that not only wastes taxpayer money, but has
proved to be very dangerous.
The ATF was founded 200 years ago by Secretary of the
Treasury Alexander Hamilton to collect taxes on distilled spirits.
Since then, the Bureau has gone from a mere agent for the
collection of revenue to an armed organization of ill-intentioned
bureaucrats. Specter deserves commendation for his attempt to
topple a useless of wing of big government, Unfortunately, his
efforts come too late for the victims of two tremendous tragedies.

United Against Castro
Widespread protests of his dictatorial regime greeted Fidel
Castro on his visit to New York City for the United Nations
Conferences. Alina Fernandez Revuelta, Fidel’s daughter who
fled Cuba last year, was among the demonstrators; a refugee lucky
enough to be granted political asylum in America, she declared,
“Castro must go. We are all trying to get the embargo toughened.”
During his six m,inute speech
before the UN, Castro repeatedly
castigated the US and the international body for failing to respect Cuba’s right to self determination. The dictator asked,
“HOWlong shall we wait for ...
the independence and sovereign
equality of states to become a
reality?”Castro uses the acknowledged principle of national sovereignty to mitigate his practice
of denying citizens human rights,
However, as former President
Jimmy Carter once noted, “All of
the signatories of the United Nations Charter have pledged themselves to observe and respect
basic human rights. Thus, no nation can claim that mistreatment
of its citizens is solely its own business.” Castro’s blatant disregard for humanity necessitates ever more stiff consequences.
Conditions are so destitute and oppressive in Cuba that many
risk their lives trying to bring their families to America aboard
flimsy rafts. Citizens are frequently imprisoned without trials for
merely questioning Castro’s dictatorship. He defends his regime
with formidable arguments, such as his government’s provision of
free medical care to Cubans. Never mind that the service is
mediocre at best, it hardly compensates for the denial of basic civil
liberties and the dismissal of private property rights.
Castro cites the US trade embargo against Cuba as an example
of an influential country denying his regime total sovereignty on
the world stage. Unfortunately for Castro, other countries also
have rights, and among them is the right to choose trading partners.
Western democracies are permitted to decide whether or not to
trade with Cuba, but should refrain from doing so until Castro
acknowledges the inalienable rights of his citizens.
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
-Aristophanes

.

rn

The good 01’ boys from Playboy and Hooters restaurant have
joined forces to produce a “family-oriented” pre-Superbowl program entitled “Real Men Don’t Watch Pre-game.” Expect an extra
tight end or two,

rn

*

The Justice Department has started investigating the LAPD
for civil rights violations. A classic example of the pot calling the
kettle black.
John Calicott has just been reinstated with the Holy Angels
Church following his suspension for molesting two boys twenty
years ago. We still don’t recommend visiting his confessional.
John Wayne Bobbitt was asked to leave Lorena’s workplace
after he showed up with a bouquet of flowers. Yet again, John

Last week, President Bill retracted his recent assertion that he
raised taxes too much. YOU can never do that, right Bubba?

didn’t appreciate what he had until it was gone.

A new poll has shown Budweiser’s drunken frogs and ants
,Publicity campaign to be the country’s most Popular advertisement. Beats the hell out of Spuds MacKenzie.

The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals honored a springer spaniel last week for saving her canine
comrade. Just give her a bone and get on with it.

The Massachusetts Turnpike has set up its own World Wide
Web site on the Internet. The system is taking its toll.

Pumpkin farmers are complaining that their products are
small and scarce this season. Unlike their gojernment subsidies.

Fidel Castro is returning
to the United States for the
third time in 34 years. He’s the
only Cuban who ever wanted
to go back.

A DNA test of a winning South
American race horse revealed that its
urine was of human origin. The opposite was true for Ben Johnson.

m H o p e theraft doesn’t sink.

New York prisoners, upset over
bad haircuts;are suing the state. They
want to look good for their boyfriends.

Idaho public schools are
considering the elimination of
the year-round schedule. The
plan will be implemented afterlegislators learn how toread
the proposal.

This friendly furry stars in Budkeiser’s rockin’ ants ad campaign.

I

Irate golfers have complained
about OJ cutting in front of them at a
Florida country club. The members
also complained that waiters are not
returning customer’s glasses.
U

Upset over being forced to attend an anger-management m D o n ’ t send off that transfer application just yet. Did you know
course, Miguel Gonzales arrived at class drunk. His cou’nselor that if you read Engels instead.of Marx at UC Berkeley, you’re a
became enraged and beat him up.
radical right-winger? The cool people read Toni Morrison.
Don’t bother stopping by Senator Kennedy’s house this
Halloween. Visitors last year encountered a friendly security
guard and a decorated driveway, but nobodi answered the door.
Teddy was busy tricking girls with his treat.

President Clinton told a UT-Austin crowd that universities
should not fund culture houses because they promote racial
segregation. Why is he complaining? Culture houses make it
easier for him to pick a cabinet.

“An Income of Her Own,” a group dedicated to breaking the
cycle of female poverty, held a seminar in which successful
womyn swapped stories. Apparently their checks didn’t bounce.

A Tibetan independence group is staging a hunger strike
across the street from the United Nations. They want to assimilate
into the local culture.

Antonyette Savage received a $100,000 settlement when a
federal jury decided that she was denied a promotion at Goodwill
Industries because she weighed 550pounds. Better than paying for
her lunch.

a A Board of Regents meeting in San Francisco was interrupted
by students demanding the return of affirmative action:Does it
come as any surprise that these students had so much free time on
their hands?
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The South African government has opened up its Death Row
to journalists. Although shocked, the fourth estaters hung around
for the breathtaking conclusion.
Teddy Kennedy’s wife and the rest of her family have enjoyed
34 years of free Tulane University education thanks to scholarships awarded by friends in the Louisiana legislature. They should
have offered the Kennedys free driving lessons instead.
South Carolina’s Murphy Family Farms animal waste lagoons are overflowing. Kind of like the Tisch reserve reading
section.
Tyson Foods plans to build a new protein-processing plant
costing $30 million and creating ,100 new jobs. Keep two slots
open for ’96.

Since the UN is on such a roll, why not convert it into a
Fotomat?

I [ p I n order to prevent fraud, Hartford, Connecticut may be using
a formerjai-alai arena as a welfare-check distribution center. How
appropriate.

I[p In Hasbrouck Heights, USA, three students were suspended

for yelling “Oy” while performing for their high school. No
fiddling around in that school.

Iraqi voters were faced with the difficult choice of voting for
either Saddam Hussein or Saddam Hussein in the national election. The Massachusetts Democratic Party must have administered the process.
Prime Minister Tansu Ciller of
Turkey was voted out of office after
only ten days in power. Workers in
Ankara were upset over her refusal
to raise wages. Those of you who
give a damn can check out the next
edition of Hemispheres.

Iranian traffic police, upskt
over the implementation of new
parking meters without their permission, have told drivers not to
deposit any coins. You try putting
a ticket on a camel.
Astronaut Scott Parazynski
was rejected for a mission because
he was too tall to fit in the escape
capsul8. Tough luck, wait for the
video.

Tipper Gore’s motorcade was
stoned by angry Haitians. She ate
their voodoo dolls.
New York’s Biggest Apple,
Rudy Giuliani, attended a gathering
ofUNofficials with paper clipsholding up his trouser cuffs. It’s easier
than holding up his bratty kid.

The All Star Cafe in New
York City is searching for a sports
trivia expert. How do you respond
to stupid s*** like that?
According to a report, teenagers’ use of drugs, alcohol, and
tobacco is on the rise in Massachusetts. What a doobious statement.

‘ Political cruelty to animals.

Education Secretary Richard Rile$ hasdeclared that America’s
youngsters are “getting the message that they are part of a larger
world.” They just can’t find it on the map.
Walt Disney Company officials have proposed the extension
of health coverage to live-in partners of gay employees. What a
goofy idea.

w

As part of the celebration for the United Nations 50th
birthday, 185 world leaders gathered for a photograph. Now that’s
an accomplishment.

Social science update: Surveys
report that millions of people do not
know why they use the Internet.
They could also care less about social scientists.

Two Maryland girls, ages 12 and 14, were caught carjacking
with toy guns and knives. Matchbox wants its products back.
The ATF proceeded to burn down their house.
Mountain bikers in Concord, New Hampshire are being
warned to wear orange instead of white so as not to be mistaken
for deer. Looks like the Mountain Club will be billing Scott
Lezberg for new t-shirts.
Anybody seen Rigoberta Menchu lately?
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The Whiners o
Colin Delaney
,

’

I

L k e the Ides of March, beware the whiners of October, for ill fortune comes thrice.
Over the last few years, the politically
correct have trampled on several grand
American traditions. In fact, October has a
bumper crop of holidays about. which the
sensitivity police complain. The criminals:
Christopher Columbus, the World Series,
and Halloween.
Though the reasons for it are difficult
to fathom, the demonization of Columbus
begins with the canonization of “Native
Americans.” Unfortunately, the zenith of
Indian popularity coincided with the anniversary of one of Western Civilization’s
greatest accomplishments. As a consequence, the quincentennial of Columbus’
American experience was a prime occasion for self-hating liberals to berate dead
white males, To the political left, the Nina,
Pinta and Santa Maria did not bring God,
justice, and democracy to a continent populated by primitive peoples; instead the Spanish fleet carried a cargo of death, war, and
cultural destruction.
N o doubt, Western history has had
its share of criminals and evil deeds,
but the deliberate extermination of
Indians is not chief among them.
In the majority of situations,
Europeans fought only
peoples who endangered
settlers, and in the
United States, the “CUItural imperialists’’ established autonomous
reservations for Indians t o retain their
lifestyle. Western and
native cultures, however, are by no means
equal. Current health conditions, economic
deprivation, alcoholism, and crime rates
on native lands are testaments to Indian
culture’s failure to keep pace with Western
Civilization. By any objective standard,
democracy and free enterprise have created more wealth and higher standards of
living than any indigenous culture or society.
Calling Christopher Columbus an agent
of genocide or an instrument of oppression
is simply absurd. Sure enough, the civiliza-

But team nicknames were never meant
tions he discovered in South and Central
America were advanced, having built cities to degrade their subjects. Boston College’s
and established governing systems, but they mascot reflects reverence for the eagle’s
paled in comparison to Europe. At least strength, not avian hatred. Similarly,
2000 years before Christ, Egyptian civiliza- m a s s chose Minutemen (having been
tion reached a level of development compa- persuaded by campus liberals to abandon
rable to the Mayas and Incas AD 1500. The Redmen) because of the state’s historical
explorers conveyed agricultural methods, link to the swift defenders of liberty. Not
management systems, and
codes of justice to peoples
still engaged in antiquated The muted and guilt-ridden celebration
tribal warfare.
of Columbus’ discovery was, and
The muted and guilt-ridden celebration of Colum- continues to be, a national disgrace.
bus’ discovery was, and con- Americans have nothing to apologizefor.
tinues to be, a national disgrace. Americans have nothing to apologize for. Over-sensitive liberals surprisingly, even this concession is not
must not minimize the triumphs of Western immune to radical activists’ chatter; femicivilization. May the P.C. liberals walk nists now posit that the school’s new maswith heads bowed in shame on October cot must go, as it is misogynist and militatwelfth if they want, but never shall they ristic.
succeed in denigrating a pioneer or devaluAs for Indians, well, that coveted
ing the civilization with the oldest and marginalized group has suffered too long.
highest ‘standards of justice and New York Times columnist George Vecsey
wrote that “this so-called World Seriesanother outdated concept- is going to
A l t h o u g h not a direct par- offend millions of Americans whose roots
ticipant in ;he imagined go back before the Mayflower and all the
other ships.” And it just might
conspiracy to eliminate an
d o that. But maybe, just
entire race, baseball has
maybe, those millions and
come under fire from the
their P.C. guardian angels are
a being a little petty.
The Atlanta club’s name
symbolizes the bravery its
Bostonian founders saw in young
Indian warriors. Similarly, Cleveland clearly chose the caricaracist attitudes.
ture of Chief Wahocnow
considered racist- because of
Unfortunately,
the enthusiasm the art-deco ilthis year’s Octolustration conveys. It is evident
ber classic is perthat the alleged racism of these
fect griss for the
P.C. mill. According
situations exists solely in the minds
to the sensitivity crowd,
of deconstructionists who search for it.
the World Series’ competiSuing Jack Kent Cooke’s Washington
tors- the Braves and the Indians- demean Redskins for civil rights violations and
and insult an entire people. The clubs’ logos, putting “curses” on Cleveland’s once
tolerance doctrine maintains, are offensive
’
and racist. That fans participate in the “toma*
Please see “October, 9J
hawk chop” while hooing an Indian war
continued on page 18.
chant only fuels the pro-sensitivity banter.
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“But-”
“No buts. We have rules; if we don’t follow them, then we
O n a dark and stormy Medford night, Jack Jumbo met his dream
date at the West Hall Halloween Hoe-down. Gazing through won’t have any to follow. Policy is policy,” Lezberg replied,
Miller-fogged eyes, he saw Jill, the most beautiful womyn on folding his arms across his chest.
“We’re not going to get any help here,” Jill said. “Let’s go to
campus. Even though his RA told him not to speak to girls at
the Womyn’s Center. Maybe someone there is empowered enough
parties, Jack decided to violate University policy.
“I’m Jack.”
to protect us.”
Jack and Jill ran away from the Senate office and down the
“I’m Jill.”
“What? I can’t hear you- music too loud,” Jack replied, street to the Womyn’s Center. As they fiddled with the doorknob,
they saw a dark silhouette creeping down Talbot Ave. Desperate,
cupping his ear.
Jack swung open the door.
“JILL!”
“What’s the problem?” asked an acquaintance rape counselor
“Yeah, I saw them. They suck,” Jack returned. “You wanna
seated behind a desk. “You look hurt. Are you all right?’
go outside and talk?’
“I’m fine,” said Jack.
So Jack and Jill went down the Hill and over to the library
“Not you- I was talking to my sister.”
terrace. Jack looked at Jill, and Jill looked back, and the sparks
“I’m fine, but he- he-,” said Jill, too nervous to speak
went flying thereafter. Suddenly Jill felt a cold, hard hand tapping
coherently.
her shoulder. She turned around, expecting to see Officer Friendly
“Did he try to rape you? You’ve both been
from TUPD checking parking permits. But what she found was
drinking! You’re responsible, Jack, you bastard!
infinitely worse, if such a thing were possible. The
Tyrant! Rapist! Phallocentric oppressor! Get
hand held not a donut, but was a blood-soaked
hook; and it was attached to the long arm, not
“No,” Jill pleaded. “It wasn’t him! We’re
of the law but of the Wessell Whacker, the
legendary stack-roamer lynched by the
Womynists. Cried the Whacker, “Woe is my
“Out with the perpetrating patriarchal persecutor! I am womyn, hear me roar!” bellowed
new name ‘Tisch Tickler’; I demand reparations! I won’t go back!”
Jack tried, but could not contain his
With the Whacker hot on their trail, Jack and
Jill went back up the Hill to fetch a nice adminisemotions. He let out a yell, and jumped back.
The Whacker swung at Jill, but Jack was
trator. Upon entering the foreboding towers of
Ballou Hall, Jack strode confidently up to the main
nimble and quickly knocked Jill out of the
desk, only to see a lifeless figure slumped over.
ay. He knew he had to defend his womyn,
he grabbed the dazed girl and ran for dear
“Oh, no!” yelped Jack. “The Whacker must
have gotten her!” But at this sudden sound, the
e. With the Wessell Whacker’s footsteps
figure stirred, and responded in a creaky yet sinis:ating slowly behind, Jack ran until he
ter voice: “I work in Ballou, hear me snore!”
ached the Campus Center, where, ‘exiusted, he put Jill down. The Whacker was
Discouraged, the frantic pair left the imperial
Jut of sight, but for how long?
tower, but hope returned in the form of a brilliant
“Who was that?’ Jill asked.
blue light. The loving couple desperately ran to the call box, and
“I don’t know, but he tried to kill us!”
pushed the red button to summon assistance. Minutes passed. Jack
“We’d better get help,” Jill said.
thought he heard footsteps. Then he noticed the sign, which read:
The two frightened Jumbos ran inside to look for help. Jack “NOT YET OPERATIONAL. WE PUT IN THE WORK ORDER.
noticed that Jill’s face was scraped, and his own hands were cut SINCERELY, TUFTS CONNECT.”
“Oh, no!” exclaimed Jill. “We’re done for!”
and bleeding. Spying a light on in the Senate Office, they went
upstairs to seek sanctuary.
“I’m sorry, Jill. We did our best. But we’re no match for
“Treasurer Lezberg! Help us!” they pleaded.
bureaucrats, feminists, T W D , the phone company-”
“Who dares disturb the rigors of my office?” replied the
“Or the Wessell Whacker!”
Treasurer, imperiously waving his gavel.
The footsteps grew louder, and Jill let out a bloodcurdling
“Someone tried to kill us! Up by the Terrace! What should we scream.
do?”
Alas, some people say that they can still feel Jack and Jill’s
“Well, I’d be happy to help you, but you need to be recognized pain on cold, rainy nights.
before you can apply for help. Just fill out these forms in triplicate
and get signatures from thirteen other people. Then I’ll see what
I can do.”
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Genesis Unplugged
Steve Seltzer
Judaism and politics usually converge on
the left side of the political spectrum. Jews
typically ally with the Democratic Party and
support such liberal political groups as environmentalists, gay rights activists, and labor unions. Jewish activist groups, such as
the Anti-Defamation League, have taken a
leading role in perpetuating America’s cult
of victimization. Politically. the Jewish
people are as consistently liberal as any
other group.
Jews truly cor\sistent with their faith,
however, adhere to conservative ideals. The
six7millennium-old religion and the most
thorough of political ideologies share many
of the same founding beliefs; bothebelieve
in absolute morals, ideas, and institutions.
Liberalism, meanwhile, violates significant
Judaic principles. Even more disgraceful;
liberal Jewish leaders offend their faith by
using it to justify secular political beliefs.

,

Absolute Religion
Judaism’s fundamental
convictions are thoroughly
absolutist; the faith advances
the immutable ideals and precepts that strengthen the traditional values and institutions endorsed by the right.
Both Jewish Law (the Torah)
and conservative thought support rigorous moral standards
as well as the notion that objective truths do exist. These
doctrinal similarities provide
the religion and the ideology
with a solid basis for agreement.
Conservatives strongly
believe in the existence of absolute ideas. They maintain
that standardized criteria can be used to critique different thoughts, events, and structures, Liberals, conversely, hold that ideas
are subjective entities which cannot be objectively analyzed. They typically argue that
cultural traits are relative, that choice transcends life, and that morals are individually defined. In contrast, conservatives
evaluate cultural merits and acknowledge
\
morals as absolute.

Conservatives and Jews are bound by
Similarly, Jews take an absolutist approach to their religion. They believe i n more than their common support for absoonly one God, Yahweh, whose word is ab- lute ideas; both groups are also strict morsolute. Yahweh controls the events of na- alists. Conservative groups such as the
ture and history according to His divine Christian Coalition are famous for their endesign, which humans cannot comprehend. dorsement of ethical values. One need look
According to the Hebrew
Bible, Yahweh entered into a
Judaism advances the immutable
covenant with the Jews at
Mount Sinai where He gave ideals and precepts that strengthen the
them His Law. The Law,
traditional values and institutions
known as the Torah, provides
endorsed by the right.
the inviolable rules under
which the faithful should live.
The story contained in the Torah does no further than the Ten Commandments
not merely chronicle a people’s history; it to understand that Jews also emphasize
is a sacred story that reveals the ultimate moral conduct. The Commandments formeaning of life. Genesis 50:15-20tells of bid murder, adultery, lying, and stealing
Joseph, Jacob’s favorite of twelve sons. while they advocate respect for parents and
Sold into slavery by his jealous brothers, other.people’s property. Put simply, both
Joseph went to Egypt where he became a Judaism and conservatism seek to enforce
chief minister to the Pharaoh. The broth- moral standards; a standardized moral orers eventually begged for Joseph’s forgive- der is often necessary for social harmony. .
Judaism also promotes
family ialues, one of the major
platforms of conservatism, by
holding marriage sacred. The
Torah ardently encourages Jews
to raise families. In Genesis 1:2728, Jews are told to “Be fruitful
and multiply, and fill the earth
and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the birds of the air and over
every living thing that moves
upon the earth.” Judaism, like
most other religions, places the
family at its cornerstone. Clearly,
Judaism and conservatism have
a strong regard for the traditional
family.
ness, and offered themselves as his servants. Joseph refused their apology, exilaining the supremacy of God’s will.
Joseph’s story demonstrates that, for Jews,
events and intentions cannot be explained
only in human terms; human behavior is
part of God’s plan. In the same way that
the conservative believes in absolute truth,
the Jew believes that the word of God is
absolute truth,

Moving Left
The parallels between conservatism
and the Jewish religion could easily hold
for other faiths. Unlike Judaism, those religions are often associated with conservative thought. While it is not surprising to
find a conservative Christian, rarely will a
Jew describe himself as right-wing. Despite

Continued O R the next page.
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Liberal policies also violate the Judaic
notion of charity. Although Judaism enthe ideals that their religion shares with courages its followers to help the poor
conservatism, most Jews are on the left.
and downtrodden, such assistance should
, In all likelihood, Jews are liberal as a
spawn from genuine contern rather than
result of their history of enduring oppres- coercive government redistributive prosion. They were often the victims of tyr- grams. Progressive tax policies and the
anny and violence, dating
welfare system,are involuntary
back to the Egyptian Pha- Although Juda- , mechanisms which the state
raohs. Therefore, Jews
utilizes to take money from one
claim to fight against the ism encourages sector of society to give to anmistreatment of any hu- its followers to other; such policies are hardly
man being, regardless of
The Talmud, the set
help the poor, charitable.
race, religion, or ancestry.
of Jewish laws, ‘explains that
Tyranny is infectious; no such assistance true charity results from comgroup is safe as long as a should
spawn passion. Most people do not
minority can be made the.
pay taxes out of a sense of comgenuine passion, but because the govscapegoat for other from
people’s social and eco- concern rather ernment requires them to part
a percen’tageof their earnnomic ills. Consequently,
than coersion. with
Jews believe that governings.
ment, should actively attempt to compensate “oppressed” groups. Leading the Way
By supporting government social poliIn adopting liberalism, most Jews secies, however, Jews are behaving in a man- verely compromise the values and instrtuner inconsistent with their own history and tions held sacred by their religion. Howreligion. The Jewish people have tradition- ever, their misguided political views are
ally been hard-working and industrioususually the products of sincere convictions.
as evidenced by their world-wide success The mistakes made by the general liberal
in the garment industry. Throughout his- Jewish populace pale in comparison to libtory, whether it be the ancient Egyptians eral Jewish leadership’s sacrilegious politior the PLO, Jews have struggled valiantly cal posturing. Michael Lerner, perhaps the
against their oppressors without outside most prominent spokesman for mainstream
help. Apparently Jews do not expect such liberal Judaism, espouses a religious apresiliency from other ‘victimized groups.’ proach that is consistent with his political
Consequently, Jews support liberal agenda. His proposals devalue the entire
policies that destroy their most valued in- Jewish faith.
stitutions. The welfare state, for example,
Lerner appeals to left-wing visions in
promotes degradation. When gqvernment order to justify his proposed reforms. He
indiscriminately supports people, the incen- outlines, in Jewish Renewal: A Path to
tive to demonstrate initiative and respon- Healing and Transformation, a “Jewish
sibility disappears. Men no longer feel ob- politics of meaning” to combat “the rise of
ligate$ to support their children, while an individualistic, self-centered, materialwomen have no need for marriage. Chil- istic, capitalistic world-view ....” Lerner’s
dren, raised under such degenerate condi- intention is to “reject attempts to recapture
tions and attitudes, mature with the belief meaning through the revival of feudal: pathat a lifestyle of this sort is desirable. triarchal, sexist, homophobic, or otherwise
Society’s moral standards erode. As a re- repressive communities.” In short, Michael
sult, there is an increased number of ille- Lerner advocates using Judaism to satisfy
gitimate births, violent crimes, and other his partisan interests,
social problems. Thus, Jewish support for
More specifically, Lerner offers that
the welfare state only helps to tear down Judaism should target society’s ‘patriarchal
the traditional family structure so essen- hierarchy’ to solve the so-called problem
tial to the faith. Ironically, Jews have built of gender inequality. Not surprisingly, he
their own strong communities on notions encourages Jews to demand increased govof honor and trust, yet they support a po- ernment regulation of business. Lerner
litical ideology that demolishes other writes that “Ij]ews should be involved in
people’s social structures.
the political struggle to guarantee paid pa-

rental leave from work during the first year
of a child’s life, jobSharing, and shortened
workweeks.” His basis for using Judaism
to achieve desirable political outcomes is
rooted in personal desire, not the word of
God. While many religious groups attempt
to play a role in politics, their efforts are
based on religious doctrine, not secular political beliefs. Lerner, without spiritual justification, seeks to use Judaism to satisfy
his political desires.
Attempts to manipulate faith so that it
is consistent with particular political goals
can only devalue a religion’s intrinsic
worth. An ever-changing religion does not
inspire faith. Furthermore, there is little’
reason to adhere to religious ideas that emanate from humans instead of God. Reducing God’s value by deeming Him a political agent is nothing less than irreverential.
Perhaps the most sacrilegious of
Lerner’s holdings is his claim that the Torah approves of homosexuality. The
Torah’s position on homosexual activity is
made abundantly clear in Leviticus 20:13,
which reads that “If a man lies with a male
as one lies with a woman, the two of them
have done an abhorrent thing. They shall
be put to death.” Lerner, however, argues
that homosexuals do not lie together in the
exact same manner as do heterosexuals.
Therefore, in Lerner’s view, the Torah permits homosexuality.
Lerner’s logic, which he brazenly refers to as “talmudic reasoning,” renders the
Leviticus passage meaningless. By altering
Judaism to meet his own goals, Lerner denies the religion’s absoluteness. It is wholly
disingenuous to twist aspects of a faith just
because they are inconvenient. To do so indicates a lack of respect for God by altering His unequivocal word.
Politically conservative Jews, however,
have no need to tamper with the word af
God. Both conservatism and Judaism share
the same organizing principles regaiding
truth, morals, and institutions. Liberal Jews
are guilty of promoting an ideology that violates their religion’s basic tenets. Even
more disgraceful is the attempt by Michael
Lerner, who represents liberal Jewish leadership, to subjugate God’s will to fleeting
political ideas. Although most Jews support Lerner and his colleagues, conservative thought is most consistent with their
faith.
Mr. Seltzer is a senior majoring in

Classics and Political Science.
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Word of Mouth
Jessica Schupak
Accepting politically attractive alter- sults in patterns of collectivist thought.
T
h
i
s is their history; this is what hap- natives is no better than sanctioning a While the oral tradition cannot be held
:ned for them,’ retorted a disgruntled scholar who picks and chooses bits of his- solely accountable for such a phenomenon,
udent. I suppose her agitation stemmed tory which meet his personal taste. Such it certainly is a factor. Similarly, they disom my questioning the reliability of oral pursuits are dishonest and entirely devoid miss the Western critique of oral history
[story. M? recent discussion of the Afri- J
because it asserts that the oral
in oral tradition with several Tuftonians
tradition is tantamount to CUIWhile the multicultural melange tural indoctrination. While the
as both frustrating and disappointing. The
.ck of enthusiasm for inquiry and knowldisparages ‘‘eXClUSiVely Western” word “indoctrination” may be
ige displayed by my peers exposed the
:ficiencies inherent in interjecting the
ilitics of sensitivity into historical analy~~S.
ern criticism is not without
Sundiata, an African oral history com- ’ of academic merit. While the multicultural merit. When a community is exposed to
itted to paper, received critical acclaim melange disparages “exclusively Western” only one version of an event, it has no
om my, “open-minded” opponents. When thought, it simultaneously promotes the choice but to accept the account as fact. If
asked them if the book‘s references to very ignorance it associates with information of varying opinions and perlagic and the supernatural cast doubt upon “Eurocentrism.” European history is not spectives is not available for comparison,
immune from scrutiny; nor should African ascertaining the truth is a futile effort.
5 veracity, the group reasoned that King
undiata’s followers’ belief in spirits guar- history be excused from the same examinaSurely it is impossible to write a miy
iteed historical accuracy. Even when I tion. Afrocentrism is no more objective objective account of history. Even text:knowledged that the magic could have than allegedly prejudicial Western analy- books display a degree of subjectivity.
Studentsmust consider this fac:en a metaphor, the stu:nts ’asserted that African
w c e s are the most reliant
bols f o r reconstructing
frica’s past. After all, the
mtinent’s written history
as previously scribed by
uropeans who had precon:ptions about nativeculture.

I

~

elative Truth
Historical
inquiry
iould be conducted as an
iinhibited search for the
uth. Scholars must not anacze events and ideas in the
amework of their own val:s and preferences without
msidering broader truths.
istory transcends political
inds and trends. of sympaiy. Even horrible events
dong on the books. Aliough Americans now view the refusal of
uropean Jewish refugees during Hitler’s
:ign with disgust and shame, regret does
3t change immutable fact. History teaches
3 the past so w e can plan for the future;
uth not only ensures integrity, but helps
revent repetition of error.
4

~~~

sis. Historical facts are absolute and cannot
be revised to make people feel better, especially not under the guise of academic
honesty.
The European approach is berated by
African historians because it levels the
accusation that oral history inevitably re-

-

eration to generation. For such an important objective to be achieved, the stories
they tell must be entertaining. The epic of
Sundiata in book form is nearly one
‘

Please see “Oral History,”
continued on the next page.
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“Oral History,” continued
from the previous page.
hundred pages long. If an oral historian, or
griot, as the case might be, must tell the
legend to maintain knowledge of his
community’s’past, it ought to be filled with
exciting stories lest the inclination to sit
through the tellings, much less recount them habitually, would be
absent. Young children, the most
important to instruct, would bemost
reluctant to attend and pay attention
to the recitations if they were delivered in text book form.
All historical recording is subject to inaccuracies, but oral history
is more prone to embellishment than written. While obstacles such as poor translation of written texts and waves of propaganda have been dilemmas for historians,
oral tradition poses a more difficult problem. I t is not recorded in any tangible
sense: there is no way to revert back to the
original to correct alteration of facts. AIthough oral historians are professionals in

“October,” continued from page 10.
slumping baseball team is just not productive- or even civil. Such puerile activity
makes one wonder why so many have the
extra time to bemoan life’s trivialities.
T h e over-sensitive liberal left, of
course, is not to be out-done by the
worrisome Christian right. In recent
years, October’s final day- the
eve of the Holy Christian holiday
for all souls- has been lambaited by evangelist zealots
concerned that children are
celebrating a pagan holiday.
This year, in fact, a group of
parents succeeded in getting
teachers to prohibit tots from
wearing their Halloween costumes to school.
There is no doubt that Satanists
and other pagans have appropriated the
hallowed night for their own sickening and
degenerate purposes. In California, where
Halloween is a major event, suburbanites
‘must keep their cats indoors for the last
week of the month and hurry young children along their rounds, lest they fall vic‘

The closest mortals can get to the truth is
comparing the many different accounts of
witnesses. To only inquire about one
person’s view would be incomplete and
could yield a story very far from the truth.
Historians must, then, attempt to view historyfromperspectivesotherthan thatwhich
their political ideology provides.
Students do not attend Tufts to be
indoctrinated. At an institution dedicated to learning and the quest foi
truth, they should not expect profes,
sors to give them all the answers
Teachers are here to facilitate intel
lectual inquiry and catalyze thought
Students, however, should make i
incumbent upon themselves to takt
There exists an absolute truth behind the material they have been presented with
every event in human history. Unfortu- think about it, compare it with differin,
nately, mortality prevents us from seeing approaches, and finally arrive at their OW
occurrences fromabove-the absolutetruth conclusion, one which they can intelli
is intangible to people. If a car accident gently argue as truth.
takes place, everyone around it can testify
Miss Schupak is a sophomore
that the collision did, in fact, happen. No
majoring in History.
one, however, id able to see it from all
angles and know exactly what occurred.

their field, passing down history is nevertheless similar to playing the game “telephone.” Different styles andinterests might
result in emphasis on varying events from
griot to griot. As it gets handed down, it
changes a little each time; eventually the
variance from the primary source can be
monumental.

Moreover, children who don capes ai
Batman masks do not support paganism
Satan worship. The violent caped crusac‘
might not be the best role model 1
America’s youth, but a public school si
tern need not regulate his image out
existence. If there is a pervasive attitu
among parents that their children shoi
not dress up for Halloween, then they ht
every right to make that decision. A
while Madison Avenue has succeeded
making a few swift dollars from candy e
costume sales, Halloween has no inhen
flaws. Children only want to enjoy the
selves; they do not nqed their classmatt
parents to put a damper on their late OCI
ber festivities.
People seem to have a lot of extra th
on their hands to complain about ever
during October. And that is the true sham
for such a fine month is best spent celebra
ing Columbus’ discovery of Americ
dows to repelnot attract- ghouls, goblins, and witches. watching the boys of summer slug it out f
The current American tradition of dressing the championship, .and feigning fright
up in scary costumes has the same purpose. the face of sprite children out to have fi
While the haunted “pilgrimage” to Salem, and gather their many treats.
Massachusetts is a little eerie, the dtoves of
Mr. Delaney is a junior majoring in
tourists who rush to the devilish hamlet are
, History and Political Science.
not celebrating witchcraft.

tim to shaving cream and egg fights. Indeed, rowdy high-schoolers across thecountry converge on public grounds for relatively good-natured fun only mbments after trick-or-treaters have turned in for the
night.
But this suspect activity does not a
pagan holiday make. Halloween is actually a tradition begun by the English centuries ago to
ward off,evil spirits
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ace Agains
AnandaGupta .
R a c e relations in America resemble a
treadmill. While rallies by civil rights activists recapture the fervor of the 1960s, the
Justice Department files hundreds’of antidiscrimination cases each year. Black leaders, meanwhile, incessantly decry the allegedly woeful lack of progress in the war

discrimination and the flaws of cultural
relativism are sound, but his arguments
concerning slavery include problems of
reasoning uncommon in most of his work.

Problems in The End
Racism, according

to

slavery in America did not contain racist
elements. He only insists that American
slavery was not racist because black slaves
bought in Africa were caught and sold into

e book’displaysa refreshing and

Book Review:
The End of Racism

explain differences in cultural
comider all perspectives,
progress between the peoples of
the world. Since Africans, for
example, were technologically primitive bondage by fellow Africans, and that the
in comparison to Europe, Old World intel- main purpose of ’slavery was not oppreslectuals decided that inhabitants of the dark sion but profit. Certainly, some of theorigiagainst racism. It is relieving, then, to see continent must somehow be inferior. nal 16th Century racists were profit-seekDinesh D’Souza’s The End of Racism can- D’Souza carefully draws the important dis- ing individuals; therefore, their possession
didly grapple with one of the thorniest tinction between ethnocentrism- concen- of racist motives in endorsing slavery would
issues of modern times. Though not perfect tration on the rituals and rites germane to not have been inconsistent.
This problem magnifies whenD’ Souza
in its analysis, the book displays a refresh- one’s own ethnicity- which all cultures
ing and consistent charity towards ideo- practice, and racism. Ethnocentrism per- claims that since slavery was not racist, the
logical opponents as well as a willingness vades America, as evidenced by Jewish relatively slow pace at which black culture
quarters and Chinatowns in major cities, as in America advanced is also not grounded
to consider all perspectives.
The book’s conclusion serves as its well as Afrocentric curricula in secondary in racism, As a result, he argues, racism
title- racism may once have been, but no schools. Racism, D’Souza argues, is on its cannot be faulted for the failure of black
longer is, a major obstacle to the success of way out. A pile of evidence supports his Americans. But if slavery really was at
black Americans. And make no mistake: contention: the vast majority of white least a partly racist institution, then the
though racism has affected
Americans do cultural flaws that fetter blacks today must
not think that have been caused by racism. D’Souza seems
all groups in this country,
blacks are infe- even to concede something to the latter
D’Souza’s work deals almost
entirely with racism directed
rior.
White view, since he deals specifically with the
America has a disparity in treatment between Indian and
specifically against blacks.
D’ Souza considers three
favorable view black slaves.
reasons for the failure of
of the Civil
blacks to escape from the
Rights Move- Rational Discrimination
Perhaps the strongest claim made in
ment, the Voting
lower class and inner cities,
Rights Act, and the book is that most discrimination pracand eliminates two. He then
most forms of de- ticed by private individuals is rational.
independently supports the
Since the popular conception of racism is
segregation.
remainingreason. The former
However, his that it comes from ignorance and irratioDartrnotlth Review editor
discussion of sla- nality, D’Souza’s assertion arouses immedealsmostcarefully with, and
very is more diate suspicion. It is difficult, however, to
conclusixely debunks the
p r o b l e m a t i c . describe such figures as David Hume and
notion that institutionalized
white racism is responsible !
D’Souza de- John Locke as thoughtless. Instead, D’ Souza
n!
nir
clares that sla- claims, racism was a genuine, albeit woefor the -plight
- of blacks. He
concludes that the only remaining possibil- very is clearly not an inherently racist fully flawed, attempt by European intellecity- the failure of black culture to adapt to institution. Romans enslaved other white tuals to explain disparities between their
changing social conditions- must be the Mediterraneans, the Chinese did the same own culture and those of the natives they
to their own people, as was the case in other encountered. In essence, racism was the
culprit.
D’ Souzaaddressesagreatmany points civilizations. But he does not effectively
Continued on the next page.
in his tome. His analyses of the reasons for demonstrate that the specific instance of
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representation and equal results are particularly steeped in this line of thought. For
example, if no culture is better than any
other, some other factor- usually racism- must be responsible for disparities
in, say, academic achievement across racial and cultural groups. Society is thus
justified in taking steps to remedy such

must be instituted to combat its varied
forms.
Surprisingly, D’Souza does allow that
cultural relativism is not all bad. He grants
that it is a useful methodological approach
when studying other cultures, since j t encourages the humility and detachment necessary for truly scientific study. However,

failure of such intellectuals to seek explanations other than race for inter-group differences.
Given that racism is not so easily dismissed as irrational, discrimination cannot
be readily rejected either. To support this
claim, D’Souza relates a number of
Scores of horror stories, in particupersonal interviews, in which taxi
D’Souza: ‘Thesolutionto race-related lar the infamous race-norming case
drivers and store owners describe
problems inAmerica is making public (where an ethnic ctmversion table
the ways in which they discriminate
was used to adjust minorities’ scores
by race. The most stark example is
institutions completely color-blind, on
a general aptitude test), are cited
that of a Nigerian taxi driver who
and
legalizing
discrimination
in
the
as
the
result of this misguided ideal.
refuses to pick up poorly dressed
black men. Driving a cab is one of
private sector.’
the most dangerous professions in
The solution to race-related problems
America, as the author tragically illustrates disparities. But D’Souza shows that culby recounting the story of the brutal murder tural relativism, ‘like ethical relativism, in America, D’Souza argues, is making
of a cab driver who “never worried about suffers from a fatal contradiction. Ethical public institutions completely color-blind,
picking up passengers in questionable relativists are forced to concede the exist- and legalizing discrimination in the private
neighborhoods.” In addition, D’Souza tells ence of absolute truth, since they appeal to sector. In essence, he advocates a “wall
of an old black cabbie’s refusal to drive it when unequivocally declaring that truth between race and state,” and acknowlyoung black men, because he would “rather is not absolute. In a similar vein, cultural edges that such a remedy would require the
relativists must concede their own ,irrel- repeal of such long-standing pillars of civil
be fined than leave [his] wife a widow.”
Many activists claim that these anec- evance, since, by their logic, a racist cul- rights laws as the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
dotes color America a racist society. ture is no better or worse than an egalitarian for instance.
D’Souza can
D’Souza points out, however, that today one.
partly
escape the
Characteris“Americans don’t like to think of themimplications
of
tically
relativist
selves as racist ... and openly racist attithese
problems,
assertions
include
tudes are thoroughly stigmatized.” Given
since slavery’s posthat Americans “now seem to embrace an those that posit:
sible racism only
openly anti-racist morality,” it is difficult “criticism for a
applied to black
to maintain that racism alone motivates particular culture
culture when sladiscrimination. Furthermore, upon consid- must come from
very was still
eration of the more-accurate-than-most ste- within that CUIptevalent. It has
reotype of young urban black men, much of ture,” and that
little todo withconthe discrimination shown above does seem ‘‘cultures are not
temporary black
entitled
to
impose
rational.
culture, which is esA serious flaw in the author’s analysis their values on
sentially responis that while he rejects color-conscious others.” D’Souza
sible for perpetuatpolicies for the state out of hand, he argues argues that thepriing its own flaws.
that taking racial differences into account mary result of culThus, D’Souza’s
is often perfectly rational and can be eco- tural relativism’s
contention that culnomical. He offers no reasons, though, why popularity in legtural deficiencies
government should refrain from engaging islative circles is
are responsible for
proportional
repin the rational discrimination some in the
blacks’ failure to
resentation. Since
private sector practice.
climb the Amerino race or culture
can socioeconomic
is better or worse
Cultural Relativismladder remains inthan any other, no
Good, Bad, or Both?
Cultural relativism, the belief that all reason exists for institutions and firms not tact despite his logical inconsistencies. His
cultures are equal, pervades the view that to reflect the makeup of the population. argument that racism is very near its death
racism is responsible for blacks’ woes. Accfordingly, any such institution which is in this country seems sound. It is rare that
D’Souza traces this idea from its roots in not racially diverse must be engaging in such a controversial and emotional topic is
academia to its widespread acceptance by discrimination- which American civil dealt with so skillfully.
multiculturalists and civil rights activists. ‘rights laws proscribe. Since discrimination
Mr. Gupta is a sophomore majoring in
He shows how the notions of proportional is the result of racism, race-based policies
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sm and Racism
Edward Havell

-

B e c a u s e their power is vested in activism, lobbying, and managingotherpeoples’
lives, modern ‘‘liberals’’ assign free market
capitalism- their most bitter enemyblame for most of society’s evils, including
racism. Although racial prejudice
remains prevalent in many free societies, it is not the direct consequence
of capitalism. Rather, the classical
liberal ideal of individual freedom
which allows a capitalist economy to
function also mandates the freedom
of expression; the relationship is corollary, not causal. The unyielding laws of
economics, though, render expressions of
racism and other prejudices fiscally irra‘tional. Thus, the contemporary liberal argumentis simply wrong; free market capitalism discourages racism.
In an unregulated system, the rational
producer’s profit motive prevails over all
other forces. Labor, like raw materials, is a
commodity utilized most profitably when
consumed without regard for anything other
than productive capability. Firms that
fiercely pursue their own economic interest will not discriminate irrationally- on any noneconomic basis. Since consumers of labor must choose from a
pool of applicants, fhe desire to
make money encourages selection of the most qualified candidate, regardless of ethnicity. In
a free market, companies which
hire rationally outperform businesses employing substandard
employees simply because they
satisfy racial criteria. Thus, in
questions of hiring, the free market imposes a real cost, a tax, on
racist firms.
Market pressures also punish companies that allow racism to affect non-employment decisions. Corporations that try
to avoid doing business with minority clients lose profits by artificially decreasing
the number of sales they are making. In not
opening stores or offices in minority areas,
firms lose potential clients. These decisions are not based on race, however, but
on analysis of the costs and benefits of

opening that store. If an area is crimeridden, it may be economically unwise to
locate a business there. Setting up a jewelry
store in certain sections of South Central
Los Angeles may not be profitable because
of the exorbitant price of insurance in high-

crime areas. A wise economic decision is
based on crime statistics, not the ethnicity
of neighbors. Expansion into diverse demographic locations will generate higher
profits only if the cost of that move is low.
Businesses’ which are not responsive to
demand and do not expand into a profitable
market because managers prejudge the
matter on the basis of race might be driven
out of business by their more astute campetitors. To the producer, money knows no
master and cannot reflect who spent it.

Regulation of industry in a generally
free society has a similar effect as outright
socialist management- the reduced impact of the profit motive creates the possibility (even probability) of waste, Rules
dictating hiring procedures injure not only
entrepreneurs, but also society. Employers, not the federal government, are best
suited for determining their own economic
interests. Governm-ent intrusion into the

private sector invariably results in lower
efficiency and higher prices for goods and
services. Regulation, of course, is only
effective (or necessary) if it compels individuals and firms to take action they otherwise would not. Even policies meant to
prevent prejudice can prolong it, if
they require firms to meet diversity
quotas. Racism, whether voluntary
or forced, is an irrational compulsion
and will only be practiced by economic actors not principally concerned with creating wealth. As government alone is capable of ignoring
market pressures, only it can practice racism successfully.
Nonetheless, some businesses will
continue to operate inefficiently if that
activity is consistent with political or
social beliefs owners hold dear. However, the classical liberal system linking
political and economic liberty provides
another safeguard against racism. The
very freedom of expression that allows
prejudice to expose itself also protects a
free press. The fourth estate i s empowered to inform consumers of the
political .attitudes of manufacturers. Citizens concerned that a
company they patronize might
practice racism, can look to the
media for information. Individuals are free to choose not to buy
goods produced by racists.
Racism, unfortunately, exists today and would continue
even in a completely free society. Some employers will practice racism, and the results may
take a long time to manifest
themselves economically. Sadly
Utopia does not exist, and the
quick band-aids of regulations
and quotas do much more harm than
good. True, capitalism is an imperfect
system, but the public is better served by
economic freedom and growth than the
political agenda of even the most wellmeaning but shortsighted activists and
legislators.
Mr. Havell is ti junior majoring in
International Relations. ,
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illion Man Mistake
Keith Levenberg
L o u i s Farrakhan is not considered a conservative. But buried beneath his insipid
numerology and antipathy for whites are
messages that strike a familiar chord with
traditional conservatives. He cleverly billed
this month’s “Million Man March” as a
day of atonement, touting such principles
as personal responsibility, self-reliance,
self-help, and self-respect. Unfortunately,
by abandoning the demonstration’s noble
pretenses, organizers confirmed critics’
worst fears.
Of course, the leaders’ doublespeak
begins long before the press descended
upon the National Mall. The virtues extolled during the march are glaringly absent from the personal histories of ‘the
event’s organizers. Jesse Jackson conspicuously omitted support for the notion that
the individual is ultimately responsible for
his own actions from the keynote addressa speech which defended the welfare state
and lambasted “harsh” conserv,ative policies. Louis Farrakhan, who once referred
to Judaism as “a gutter religion” comprised
of “bloodsuckers,” still refuses to admit that
self-reliance forces individuals to succeed
on their own without loo!&g for scapegoats
on which to blame their failures.
If Louis Farrakhan truly
wanted his event to champion
personal responsibility, he
would not have granted Jesse
Jackson a forum to defend
government entitlement programs. Such policies are antithetical to the principle of
self-reliance, but Jackson and
his liberal allies continue to
insist that dependence on the
dole is the only way to combat poverty. Unfortunately,
the history of these programs
proves them unmitigated
- failures.
Not only have antipoverty programs
failed to lift their beneficiaries out of the
underclass, but they remain the strongest
force keeping the poor down. It is impossible to achieve financial security- much
less prosperity- tbrough reliance on others’ productive capability. Wealth and se-

curity can only be obtained through stable done by other leaders coming after me: in
employment. Without entitlements, the des- general the failures have been abject and,
titute would be compelled to find work: almost unanimous.”
opportunities to better their condition. The
Jesse Jackson is an anachronism. His
current welfare system has no such incen- solutions have been discredited by the histive to provide for oneself. Instead, it cuts torical record and the voting booth, and his
off benefits to anyone who takes a risk by association with Louis Fmakhan discredfinding a job. Recipients are
trapped by a political reality
Self-relianceand personal responsibilthat reduces the marginal benity are cornerstones of conservatism,
efit of work to almost nothing.
but Louis Farrakhan will have
This entitlement to denothing of “the right wing.”
pendence is not unintentional;
the welfare bureaucracy deliberately seeks wards for political reasons. its both men. Just as self-reliance and gQVAs long as people rely on government ernment dependency cannot coexist,
money to feed their children, they will vote Farrakhan’s advocacy of individual responfor politicians who promise to hand out the sibility is incompatible ,with Jackson’s demost benefits. Jesse Jackson thinks that he fense of the welfare state.
Self-reliance and personal responsibilcan channel millions of black votes to
Democratic candidates if the politicians ity are cornerstones of conservatism, but
agree to pay his constituents back, but he Louis Farrakhan will have nothing of “the
is mistaken. That several hundfed thousand right wing.” His refusal to endorse conserblack demonstrators came to Washington vatism while appropriating its principles
to express discontent with traditional po- demonstrates that Farrakhan’s goal of black
litical solutions suggests that the Demo- empowerment is subservient to self-aggrancrats’ near-monopoly on black votes may dizement, His drive for a “third political
power” constitutes nothing more than an
be in its twilight.
.
So, too, is the political viability of the attempt to crown himself its leader.
Farrakhan and his cohorts continue to encourage
black separatism because,
they argue, the integration of
black voters into traditional
political institutions spells
certain doom for black authority. The viability Qf the
current “black leadership” depends on the estrangement of
the black community from
mainstream politics. When a
group begins to see itself as
part of the system- rather
than at odds with it- the inwelfare state. Democrats are grudgingly fluence of the Farrakhans and the Jacksons
admitting the failure of their antipoverty will crumble as voters find more credible
programs. On October 19, former President outlets for their ideology. The only memJimmy Carter grimly declared, “I would say bers of the black community that can hope
of the Great Society programs of the to benefit from separatism are its irresponJohnson years, of all the federal programs sible ‘‘leaders.’’
that have concentrated on low-income arMr. Levenberg is a freshman
eas, what I tried to do, [and] what has been
who has not yet chosen a major.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Good consistency means that the canned
pumpkin... after emptying from the container to
a dry-flat surface ... holds a high mound
formation, and at the end of two minutes after
emptying on such a surJace, the highestpoint of
the mound is not less than 60% of the height of
the container.
-Defense Department specifcations
for the procurement of canned pumpkin
In Sun Francisco, Halloween is redundant.

-Will

Durst

There is one thing aprofessor can be absolutely
certain of: almost every student entering the
university believes, or says he believes, that
truth is relative.
-Allan Bloom

I do not suggest that you should not have an
open mind, particularly as you approach
college. But, don’t keep your mind so open that
your brains fall out.
-William J. Bennett
Smoking is one ofthe leading causes of statistics.
-Fletcher Knebel
It is easier to be a result of thepast than a cause
of the future.
-AshZeigh Brilliant
When there is an income tax, the just man will
pay more and the unjust less on the same
amount of income.
-Pluto
The budget should be balanced, the Treasury
should be refilled, public debt should be
reduced, the arrogance of officialdom should
be tempered and controlled, and the assistance
to foreign lands should be curtailed lest Rome
become bankrupt.
-Cicero

Somebody left the cork out of my lunch.
-W.C. Fields
Victory goes to the player who makes the next
to last mistake.
-Savielly Grigorievitch Tartakower

I mean to live my life an obedient man, but
obedient to God, subservient to the wisdom of
my ancestors; never to the authority ofpolitical
truths arrived at yesterday in the voting booth.
-William F. Buckley, Jr.
Everything that is really great and inspiring is
created by the individual who can labor in
freedom.
-Albert Einstein

Man doth not live by bread only, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the
Lord doth man live.
-The Bible
We are born to inquire after truth; it belongs to
a greater power to possess it. It is not, as
Democritus said, hid in the bottom of the deeps,
but rather elevated to an infinite height in the
divine Knowledge.
-Montaigne

In Burbank there’s a drive-in church called
Jack-in-the-Pew. You shout your sins into the
face of a plastic priest.
-Johnny Carson

Wefind two great gangs ofpolitical speculators,
who alternately take possession of the state
power and exploit it by the most corrupt endsthe nation is powerless against these two great
cartels of politicians who are ostensibly its
servants, but in reality dominate and plunder
it.
-Friedrich Engels

Government growing beyond our consent has
become a lumbering giant, slamming shut the
gates of opportunity, threatening to crush the
very roots of our freedom. What brought
America back? The American people brought
us back- with quiet courage and common
sense; with undying faith that in this nation
under God thefuture will be ours,for thefuture
belongs to the free.
-Ronald Reagan

There is something going on now in Mexico
that I happen to think is cruelty to animals.
What I ’ m talking about, of course, is cat
juggling.
-Steve Martin

A single sentence will sufice for modern man:
He fornicated and read the papers.
-Albert Camus

The successful leader does not talk down to
people, He lifts them up.
-Richard M. Nixon

You need only reflect that one of the best ways
to get yourself a reputation as a dangerous
citizen these days is to go about repeating the
very phrases which our Founding Fathers used
in the struggle for independence.
-Charles A. Beard

Politics, it seems to me, for years all too long,
has been concerned with right or left instead of
right or wrong.
-Richard Armour

If liberty and equality, as is thought by some,
are chiefly to be found in democracy, they will
be best attained when allpersons alike share in
the government to the utmost.
-Aristotle

They that give up essential liberty to obtain a
little temporary safety deserve neither liberty
nor safety.
-Benjamin Franklin

The trouble with unemployment is that the
minute you wake up in the morning, you’re on
the job.
-Slappy White

Politicians are the same all over. They promise
to build a bridge where there is no river.
-Nikita Khrushchev
When I hear the word “culture” I reachfor my
gun.
-Hans Johst
Better to be nouveau than never to have been
riche at all.
-Unknown
An election is nothing more than an advance
auction of stolen goods,
-Ambrose Bierce
Manufacturingand commercialmonopolies owe
their origin not to a tendency imminent in a
capitalist economy but to governmental
interventionistpolicy directed againstfree trade
and laissez-faire.
-Ludwig Von Mises

